Abstract

The study intends to explore the acceptance model of Syariah banking in Bali, Indonesia. It considers that local values, especially menyama-braya, are one of the local wisdoms, and they might encourage people to accept Syariah banks, since Syariah banking emphasizes harmonious relations. Environment marketing theory is useful to explain the importance of local values. Perceived benefit and fairness are thought as perceived values of Islamic banks. Quantitative approach is applied to find relationships between menyama-braya, perceived benefit, and perceived fairness and acceptance model. It follows Malhotra (1993) for sample size, and applies Smart PLS 3 for statistical analysis. The study conceives that menyama-braya as one of the local wisdoms does have a significant effect on the acceptance, while perceived benefit does not. Perceived fairness is seen to have a direct effect on the acceptance. Perceived benefit and perceived fairness both have moderating effect on the relationship between menyama-braya and the acceptance. Managers and employers of Islamic banks should consider relevant local values to strengthen their institutional acceptance among non-Moslem majority population. The study is among the few that include local value in the acceptance model, and the first that attends Islamic banking in non-Moslem majority population.
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INTRODUCTION

In Bali, there are nine Syariah branch banks with Rp 1.4 trillion of total assets. Public deposit in Syariah banking reaches 733 billion and public credit reaches Rp 1.4 trillion. Within only two years (2012–2014), the number increases by 57.6 percent of which public deposit is 30.19 percent and credit 58.6 percent (MES, 2014).

The whole assets of Syariah banking has reached Rp 454 billion or increased as much as 127.21%. This high growth has been due to increasing number of new banks entering to the Syariah market in Bali. Besides, Syariah banking has also succeeded in attracting people to its services commonly perceived as offering more benefit to consumers compared to conventional banking (Bisnis Jabar, 2011).

As an island rich in famous tourism sites, Bali is crowded by international banks which also stand out for their Syariah services such as Citibank, HSBC, ABN-AMRO, Deutsche Bank, and Bank Victoria Syariah. ANZ Australia has initiated the Syariah service by opening its Syariah unit represented by its first ANZ International Modaraba, Ltd. Japan, Korea and the Netherlands have prepared their Syariah banks to operationalize in...
Bali (Kompasiana, 2014). This trend at least reveals two facts. First, Syariah system has a great potential to grow related to its acceptability by Balinese people. Second, Syariah system is not limited to the religion issue, it might relate to universal values such as fairness, no exploitation, more benefits offering, and transparency. The example is Syariah Victoria Bank where majority of the staff are non-Moslems, and Islamic Bank International of Denmark in Luxemberg where all managing directors are non-Moslems. It indicates that all involved in Syariah transaction are not necessarily Moslems. It implies that Syariah issue is not about Islam but rather a typical transaction system. There is a wide spread for benefit offered to consumers between Syariah banking and conventional one in financing commercial products.

The bulk of Syariah banking customers in Bali are non-Moslems, according to the head of Financial Service Authority of Bali Province. 55 percent of Balinese creditors are non-Moslems, while only 45 percent are Moslems.

This development reveals that Syariah banking is not only for Moslems, but has universal applicability instead. Syariah banks do not serve as a threat to Balinese economy and Hindu values, to which most Balinese people adhere. In fact, there is a heightened belief in Syariah bank’s important contribution to all people’s welfare. Moreover, their officials often emphasize that Syariah banks do not pertain to a specific religion, as they only offer a more social and fair system of transaction that grasps universal values applicable to all people.

Interestingly, local wisdom might support the existence of Syariah banking in Bali. The existence of Balinese local wisdom might partially explain the growth of Syariah banking. Especially, local wisdom of menyama-braya might be pretty much useful for the emergence of social harmony in Bali, and serve as an essential absorber for a potential conflict. Menyama-braya enables Balinese people to consider non-Balinese people whose religions are not Hindu as family.

Menyama-braya emphasizes that familial relationship holds different people together. All people living in Bali can be said as one family regardless of their origins and religion. The philosophy of menyama-braya derives from two principles thought by Hindu religion, that is tattwmasi (I am you), and Vasudewam Kuthumbakam emphasizing equality that all individuals living in one place are held together as one family.

Local wisdom is a cultural capital developed in a society based on its experience or provided by prior generation to settle common issue it often faces. It comprises local ideas with wise, thoughtful, and goodness characteristics implanted and followed by society. In this way, local wisdom might be a reference to which people should behave, a base to maintain social bond, and a guidance whenever a potential conflict starts to emerge.

The other is benefiting that Syariah banking offers. Financing from Syariah banking offers more benefits to consumers compared to conventional banking. Cumulating data has shown that increasing people are attracted to Syariah banking to finance the commercial product they buy on installment system. Since Syariah banking does not put interest calculation in accruing manner, more benefits often go to consumers.

1. **LITERATURE REVIEW**

1.1. Theoretical review and preposition building

The technology acceptance model (TAM) introduced by Davis (1989) is applied to understand user acceptance and usage of information technology. The model originally contained two constructs: perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. Perceived ease of use is a degree to which a user believes a particular technology is effortless to use (Davis, 1989). Perceived usefulness refers to a degree to which the user believes technology will increase his or her job performance (Davis, 1989). These two constructs are predictors of the acceptance of technology.

Drawing on the model above, the present study develops a model of Syariah banking acceptance among non-Moslem majority population such as
Balinese people, comprising three constructs, that is perceived benefit, perceived fairness, and menyawa-braya. Concerning perceived benefit as part of value, values provide a basic orientation that directs the perception and attitude. Rokeach (1973) defines value as “an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end state of existence”. It is used interchangeably with shared beliefs, cultural biases, morality, and worldview. Values determine an individual’s way of responding to controversies over issues. To explain the role of value, the study applies two theories, namely social exchange theory and marketing environment.

1.2. Social exchange theory

This theory argues that an individual will leave a relationship when he/she perceives the costs of the relationship as outweighing the perceived benefits (Emerson, 1962). According to Blau (1964), social exchange is a reciprocal interaction among individuals that mutually benefits the involved parties. Individuals in these exchanges expect rewards from community in which they participate, or from institution with which they make transaction. As social exchange theory in Syariah banking is concerned, many scholars cite perceived benefit and fairness as main characteristics of Syariah banking.

Regarding to advantages of Syariah banks, a Syariah accountancy researcher ever cited that Syariah banking offers more monetary benefits than its counterpart to consumers (Kompasiana, 2014). Consumers seek to receive economic advantages from a relationship with a service provider (Gwinner et al., 1998). Gwinner et al. (1998) illustrated the importance of monetary benefits when developing a relationship with a service company. Beside more promise, Syariah banking is also recognized of its preference in channeling public savings to businesses that bring positive effects to society, not those that are otherwise such as cigarettes, alcohol drinking and the likes. More interestingly, Shariah banking conforms to truth principle in all transactions based on halal standards (Shiddiqh), conveys any information necessary to consumers (Tabligh), applies a good will-based management with care of owners’ and businesses’ interests that assures trustworthiness, and manages responsiveness and professionalism that satisfy and bring advantages to all concerned parties (Fathanah). These three advantages, beside policy of channeling public savings to socially approved businesses, and morality spirit together serve as its distinctive attractiveness that separates it from conventional one.

Regarding perceived fairness, Syariah economy contains principles of fairness, honesty, transparency, anti-corruption and anti-exploitation. In essence, Syariah economic main missions are to hold strongly moral values in business activities, and to achieve welfare and prosperity in fair manner. This fairness reflects in the statement (called akad or contract) before striking any deal of transaction. It is highly pronounced in statement of so-called Mudharabah, admitting to sharing method in the deal that there should be a fair share of profits and losses between two parties involved in the transaction.

Perceived fairness can also be attributed to non-interest calculation. Interest calculation is avoided, since it violates sense of fairness. A business has to face uncertain conditions, changes in supply and demand, unexpected events that make an exact forecasting impossible, and fluctuating exchange rate that make profit less certain, while accruing interests to pay is made certain and binding thought the business suffers losses. Even though the business gains some profit, the interest payment might overshadow or even surpass the profits it should have enjoyed.

1.3. Marketing environment

Culture within which an organization operates has an influential strength. Cultural environment forms one’s social values, perception, attitude and behavior. Traditional values are part of culture which is the element of wider environment (Kotler & Keller, 2012). The environment has ability to determine an individual’s decisions relating to commercial consumption (Kotler & Keller, 2012; Schiffman & Kanuk, 2010). Cultural values are shaped in the early ages of the individual, are conveyed from one generation to another and tend to turn into long-term behavioral patterns in accordance with the cultural environment. Culture
plays a key role in the formation of individuals’ values, attitudes and behaviors. Religion always contains values. When these religious values are well maintained to keep society in unity and practiced in every day life, they might turn into a culture determining common attitude and behavior (Hofstede, 2001). In several areas, culture still holds a dominant role in affecting people’s behavior. Bali serves as a good example for this. Balinese people still maintain traditional values that at later point serve as life guidance pertaining to proper attitude and behavior.

Studies of Kim, Se. and Kim, Su. (2015), Son et al. (2012), Aldosari (2012), Akturan and Tezcan (2012) provide evidence of the relationship between perceived benefit and acceptance. While study of Bos et al. (2015), Krishen et al. (2010), and Liu et al. (2015) have shown the significant effect of perceived fairness on the acceptance. On the other hand, the study believes that perceived benefit and fairness might moderate the relationship between menyama-braya and Syariah banking acceptance.

P 1. Menyawa-braya has a significant effect on Syariah banking acceptance.

P 2. Perceived benefit has a significant effect on Syariah banking acceptance.

P 3. Perceived fairness has a significant effect on Syariah banking acceptance.

P 4. Perceived benefit has a moderating role in the relationship between menyama-braya and Syariah banking acceptance.

P 5. Perceived fairness has a moderating role in the relationship between menyama-braya and Syariah banking acceptance.

1.4. Research conceptual model

Research conceptual model created in problem formulation has been described previously. Figure 1 explains patterns of each relationship between these variables.

2. METHODS

2.1. Data collection

The sample covers Syariah banks’ non-Moslem consumers in Bali. Their ages should be over 25 and their last educational background should be over senior high school to make sure of their familiariry of Syariah procedures, non-Moslem and Shariah bank consumers. Krosnick and Alwin (1989) show that age and education affect mature attitudes. Hurlock (1993) holds that early adult is between 18-40 years old. According to Santrock (2009), individulas within this range of ages are in the way of leaving egocentric to more emphatic way. To make them covered, this study applies convenient sampling. In Bali, there are nine Syariah banks with around 1.4 trillion of total assets. The present research intends to make contact to customers in these banks, explaining the purpose of the research and asking them to fill in the questionnaires. By convenient sampling method, the research selects the customers based on easiness and closeness. For sample size, it follows Malhotra (1993),
suggesting that sample size for SEM can be calculated by multiplying the number of variables’ indicators to 5 to 10 times.

2.2. Instrument

For menyama-braya, the study conducts content analysis, makes interviews with relevant experts and holds content validity. The study also asks customers judgment over the results. From this series of analysis, the study comes to three indicators for menyama-braya covering relationship, unity (harmony), and mutuality (Widagda, 2018). For perceived fairness, it follows Liu et al. (2015) with three indicators such as fair share, negative effect prevention, and fair rules. For the accept ance, it follows Chen et al. (2008) and is subject to adaptation to Shariah context after consulting to expert panel for content validity. While for perceived benefit, it follows Eurobarometer 73.1 with three indicators.

2.3. Data analysis

For data analysis, the study applies Smart PLS 3 that accommodates small sample size even in a rather complex model. It can handle the model that still lacks theoretical support or is exploratory in nature (Ghozali & Latan, 2012). It also absorbs the complexity of reflective and formative nature found in one model (Hair et al., 2010).

3. RESULTS

The study assesses that menyama-braya does have a significant effect on Syariah banking acceptance. Widely held view that Syariah system is derived from Islam teachings has so far prevented the bulk of non-Moslem population from using Syariah banking services. Even though living in peace and harmony, religious practices are segregative in nature. It means that people of one religion do not have intention to enter into, interfere in, or make use of other people’s religion practices or teachings. It is highly sensitive area that no one ever thought to fiddle with other people’s religion system. Common ruling to ensure mutual respect and harmony is not to interfere other religions, but mind one’s own religion. Menyawa-braya serves to bridge this psychological inhibition enabling Balinese people to make contact much more easily to other people in different culture and religion.

The study assumes that monetary benefit does not have a significant effect on Syariah banking acceptance. The more monetary benefits that Syariah banking commonly offers is not a sufficient condition that can drive non-Moslem majority Balinese people to accept Syariah banking. Strong belief in one’s own religion would not be easily swayed by more benefit switch. Religious belief is so strongly rooted that more benefit prospect would not suffice to effect some switch.

The study notices that perceived fairness might have a positive effect on Syariah banking acceptance even though slightly as fairness is contained in almost all belief systems, including Hindu. Fairness is a universal norm, and Hindu or other religion might find some alignment with Syariah system. Perceived fairness might slightly drive some of non-Moslem Balinese people to accept Syariah banking and apply its service for personal interests, as this feature is the only thing that they see fit between their religious belief system and Syariah philosophy.

The study expects that a more monetary benefit might have a moderating role in the relationship between local wisdom of menyawa-braya and Syariah banking acceptance. Big difference in monetary benefit enables consumers to make sound comparison and choice. A more monetary benefit might strengthen the effect of menyawa-braya on Syariah banking acceptance. The same thing also holds for perceived fairness on the relationship between menyawa-braya and Syariah banking acceptance. A more pronounced fairness in Syariah banking enables it to easily stand out among other banking types. By this way, differentiation and positioning are open wide.

3.1. Future research

Future research should include epistemic benefit, as it involves learning motive as a drive for acceptance. Other variables excluded in the model might be equally important. To detect and find these variables, qualitative researches are imperative, and sound results would follow especially as proven by quantitative study.
Future research is also required to satisfy the inquiry as to effect strength of local wisdom, perceived benefit and perceived fairness on the acceptance that enables for interregional comparisons. Research in the area of Syariah banking in Bali setting should also take into account variables such as investing culture, ethnocentrism, religion identity and others in the model.

3.2. Discussion

In Bali case, local wisdom might have a direct effect on Syariah banking acceptance. In other regions outside Bali, this might not be the case. The moderating position of perceived benefit and fairness might swift into mediating position. It implies that local wisdom might have only indirect effect on the acceptance through another variables. The worse might be true that local wisdom only plays a moderating role, especially in areas where local wisdoms are not influential as in Bali.

In other scenario, one or more local wisdoms might be at play to effect the acceptance, as a region often has more than one local wisdom. The study of local wisdom effect is very important, since this kind of study is still rare but relevant in the context of Indonesia’s regions which are rich in local wisdoms. The results will surely enrich management literature, particularly pertaining to local wisdoms.

CONCLUSION

Local wisdoms in an area where a business operationalizes can be capitalized on to heighten the acceptability of services or products originated from competing belief systems. Local wisdom of menyawa-braya might partially explain the Balinese people acceptance of Syariah banking. Perceived benefit and fairness might both moderate the relationship between menyawa-braya and the acceptance.

The study provides a model of different belief system derived service acceptance, especially in banking sector. The study suggests the model that is formed by three variables comprising a relevant local wisdom, perceived benefit and perceived fairness. Among them, the role of wisdom is considered as having the strongest effect on the acceptance. It should be followed by perceived fairness and then by perceived benefit, respectively.

As every region has various local wisdoms with varying effect degrees, the results might be different when applied in other regions. This warrants cautions as to generalizability issue, as every region has its own characteristics that might effect different results. Thus, the model is not fixed, subject to adaptation when applied to other region with different characteristics.
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